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Influence of fake business migration on Georgian economy
During the period of the presidency of Mikheil Saakashvili in Georgia, the legal system was
transformed to attract foreign investments and develop the sector of small business. It really
attracted multiple foreign business people to Georgia; regions of immigration included US,
ex-USSR, Middle East, and maybe, some others too. However, the primary purpose of some of
these immigrants could consist in fact in immigration to Georgia, but not in developing successful
small business there; registration of small businesses could be used just as the method of getting
permanent residence permit. That’s why it would be interesting to research the real effect of this
fake business immigration on Georgian economy, including indirect effects; indirect effects could
consist in improving general business climate and giving feeling of security to immigrants and
locals who had business development as a primary purpose. As you can guess, the case of Georgia
is not exceptional, but for this country such phenomenon is rather novel in comparison to some
Caribbean countries or countries of South East Asia.
Dates: 2013. Locations: Georgia.
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Direct participation of government security agencies, police, and army in business activities
It is well known that in many countries government security agencies, police, and army either
control some businesses directly or provide informal “protection” for businesses. But what is level
of such participation in every country? Global review would be interesting to read.
Economics of amateur prostitution
It is well known that multiple females turn to amateur prostitution periodically without integrating
themselves into communities of prostitutes and souteneurs. Such distancing from underworld may
be achieved by multiple ways: searching clients through Internet only, searching foreign clients only
(including Internet search), practicing prostitution in touristic trips only (including flights to other
countries on request), converting dating into prostitution (and vice versa) in the process of
communication, practicing prostitution within close circle of contacts only, entering temporary
child-free marriages/relationships with noticeable financial disparity between partners. It is
supposed, this sector of economics is not researched well. And probably, the economics of male
amateur prostitution is researched even less.
Dates: 2000’s, 2010’s.
Cost of networking
How much energy, time, and finances are spent for networking by average person? How these
values vary in different countries and cultures? What are maximal risks that people accept in the
process of networking?
Fashion trends in software development markets and technologies
In all my career of software developer, I had a chance to dive deeply into just two fashionable
trends in software development: information security software development on Windows platform
and web-based CRM software development (particularly, with Yii framework). In fact, the amount
of fashionable market trends and technological trends for this period of time was overwhelming; but
I operated on the market from inside in the role of ordinary developer mainly, without opportunities
to see the whole picture in motion. That’s why it would be interesting to perform real research to
understand how these fashion trends appear, evolve, and disappear. Such research will require a lot
of work with numbers in conjunction with interviewing multiple industry professionals.
Dates: 2000’s, 2010’s.
Fashion trends in hiring of software developers
In all my career of software developer, I met multiple fashion trends in hiring that were “invented”
with a purpose to separate “true developers” and “people from the street”. Some of trends consisted
of creating industry slang: for example, such terms as “engineer”, “ninja”, “full stack developer”,
“open source developer” were used with the only purpose to mark “true developers” somehow.
Other trends consisted of using special job interview techniques and rules that cannot be passed by
“random person from the street”. None of these fashion trends in hiring had a purpose to estimate
professional skills correctly, just because in case of correct transparent estimation of skills the
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companies would be obliged to hire too many people having psychotic spectrum disorders and
autism spectrum disorders (such people would win any transparent intellectual competition, as I
suppose). Obviously, for the most part of businesses it is practically impossible. In this context, it
would be interesting to perform research explaining how such fashion trends appear, evolve, and
disappear.
Dates: 2000’s, 2010’s.
New economic index based on cost of apartment rent for travellers
In my travels, it has been noted that cost of comfortable apartment or room in apart-hotel (studio or
one bedroom) varies between 10 USD/day and 35 USD/day in multiple countries of 2nd and 3rd
worlds. Sometimes, the lower range can be found by luck only or with the knowledge of local
language only, and it may not include electricity/water fees. And sometimes, the upper range
includes shared bathroom only or available in completely non-comfortable district/building only.
As a result of this observation, it looks reasonable to build new economic index of country
development (or at least, touristic sector development) basing on cost of apartment rent for
travellers.
Dates: 2004 − 2019.
Determinants of quality of services provided by mobile Internet companies
In according to my travel experience, the quality of services provided by mobile Internet companies
does not correlate with the level of country economical and cultural development. The highest
quality was in Mongolia, the lowest was in Ethiopia. Comparison has been made across 12
countries (I have started using smartphone rather recently) with use of the following criteria:
easiness of buying SIM card with prepaid tariff, quality of connection, cost of services, absence of
additional attached services, amount of GB in purchased tariff. In according to information
collected on Internet forums and from co-workers, US and EU will not be on the top of this list.
This phenomenon requires deeper sociological and economical research.
Dates: 2018 − 2019.
Underestimated commercial potential of modern Malagasy folk and pop music
In my travel through Madagascar, I had a chance to listen local radio stations in intercity minibuses
during several days. Also, a group of local people singing and playing guitar was observed. I’m a
big fan of folk music, and have listened almost all styles of ethnic music that can be found online
easily. But I have never had a chance to find and listen Malagasy music before (just because I never
searched it with a purpose). Considering my first impression, it may be said that probably
commercial potential of modern Malagasy folk and pop music is significantly underestimated on
the world music market. Melodies are nice, Malagasy language (as all Austronesian languages) has
rather simple phonetics, and visual type of Malagasy population would allow to promote the artists
easily in all parts of the world, from Latin America to East Asia.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Madagascar.
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Tracking social changes in standard course of managerial education
Considering current speed of social changes around the world, standard managerial practices
coming from the mid and end of 20th century may be considered as outdated already. Do the current
university-level managerial courses track these social changes and adapt educational programs to
the modern reality? I’m not sure even about US universities. It may happen that in 10-20 years the
planet will enter so-called “managerial crisis”.
Dates: 2010’s.
Determinants of qualification of medical personnel
In spite of high level of urban development in coastal Turkish cities/towns (significantly higher than
in Russia), the level of qualification of local medical personnel is approximately the same as in
private clinics in provincial Russia (speaking shortly, not good enough), or at least it looks so upon
in-person and email communication. Why?
Dates: 2016 − 2019. Locations: Turkey, Russia.
Anthropological analysis of inequality issue vs economical analysis of inequality issue
Rising social inequality is one of the hottest global issues. I did not explore it well, but I have read
some economical materials on this topic which look like simplification of the problem for me.
Money is just a tool to buy life pleasures. So, if we research inequality, we need to look deeper,
down to the anthropological level and compare not wealth/income but amount, quality, and
satisfaction from all of the following: consumption of information, sex, travels, consumption of
entertainment etc. Moreover, demographic crisis issues must be considered too, because it is
obvious that if family in 1980’s had $N income but spent 50% of it for 2 kids starting from getting
30 years old, and the same family now has $N * 0.75 income, but spends some part of it just for 1
kid born when parents are 35 years old already, then comparison made without consideration of
these facts is ridiculous and pseudo-scientific.
Dates: 2019.
Efficiency of artificial organization of IT business clusters
It is supposed that some government officials of developing countries trying to organize IT business
clusters in the form of technoparks (complexes of building with multiple IT startups residing there
and controlled by some government program) may have rather weak understanding of how really
efficient clusters work and what is primary necessity for firms to be organized in clusters. So, they
just repeat mistake of Peter the Great who ordered to dig channels in St. Petersburg to make it
looking like Amsterdam, instead of performing economical and social reforms for freeing peasants
and giving them land. Such government programs for clustering IT business were very popular
during the latest 20 years; so, there should be much material to be analyzed in cross-country studies.
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Predictor of cardinal changes in IT business
It is supposed that some cardinal changes in IT business may be predicted easily 1-3 years in
advance with use of the two simplest factors:
•

presence of well-developed theoretical mathematical background for resolving some
problems;

•

breaking price limit for computational hardware that can process the required mathematics
down to some value acceptable for mass market.

I never moved on the edge of such IT business wave; so, for me it is just a theoretical assumption.
Economics of monetary gifts
Several times in my life, I received from remote foreign employers the so-called “strange payments
for nothing” (payments for some silly, useless, or almost useless jobs) that were comparable by size
to my monthly salary in those periods of my life. I was in difficult situation in those times; so, I did
not question employers and myself much about this.
Much later, after communicating (online and in-person) with different females living in developing
countries where average salary for young female is about 50-100 USD per month (even for
educated one), I sent to some of them small amounts of money comparable to their monthly
salaries. I did not ask for sex in return (even if our previous communication was sex-oriented and
marriage-oriented), although some of these females were really ready to make sex for money with
me, and even were ready to marry me immediately; the payments were completely altruistic. (Such
amounts may look ridiculous for some males, but you should note that I grew up in matriarchal
family; so, the whole idea of giving money to females who are not pregnant with or mothers of my
kids is absolutely strange to my vision of the world. At the same time, being “financed” by female
does not fit my individualistic and romantic personality too.)
All this was just an illustration of idea; the idea is that such economics of gifts may be very
widespread in this world, and involve globally hundreds of millions of dollars flowing from country
to country. And it may be a good topic for research.
Economics of informal zero interest loans
In informal communication, it has been found that the following types of informal zero interest
loans may be practiced regularly in multiple countries:
•

real loans in the form of advance payment from employers to employees;

•

“loans” in the form of delayed monthly salary (up to several months), in other words “loans”
given by employee to employer;

•

micro-loans in shops selling food and daily goods to trusted customers having temporary
financial difficulties (like those described in the previous item).

The amount of such loans may vary from several USD up to several thousands USD. It is supposed
that global economics of such loans may be really large, and it may need special research.
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Dates: 2012 − 2019.
Determinants of lower and upper limits of “professional level” regular salaries in developing
countries
In informal communication with young female working as engineer in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia), in
informal communication with young working class female from Kampala (Uganda), and in my
personal memories from Kazan (Russia) of 1990’s and beginning of 2000’s, it has been found that
in developing countries the lower limit of “professional level” regular salary (salary for the job
requiring at least some preliminary training) is equal to 100 USD per month, and probably, this
number is universal for the lower border of the 2nd world and upper border of the 3rd world.
In business communication with software developers living in different parts of the 2nd world, it has
been found that upper limit of hourly rate for remote work is turning around 25-35 USD per hour. It
is supposed that such upper limit is maximum for almost all “standard” professions in the countries
of 2nd world.
Why? Are these limits just psychological, or they have some economical basement?
Dates: 1990’s, 2000’s, 2010’s. Locations: different countries of 2nd and 3rd worlds.
Internet access as a new economic resource in traditional communities
In one Badakhshan village in Tajikistan, I was approached by a little boy who asked me a lot of
questions about my life, my travels etc; and finally he asked what is Wi-Fi password in the hotel
where I stayed. I told him that I cannot disclose this information, he laughed because I discovered
real motives of his interest in communication with me, and then he went away. This observation
demonstrates that access to Internet may be considered as a new valuable economic resource in
traditional communities. And this topic may need deeper research.
Dates: 2019. Locations: Badakhshan province, Tajikistan.
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